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Out-of-equilibrium, strong correlation in a many-body system can trigger emergent properties
that act in important ways to constrain the natural dissipation of energy and matter. Networks
of atoms, intricately engineered to arrange positions and tune interaction energies, exhibit striking
dynamics. But, strong correlation itself can also act to restrict available phase space. Relaxation
confined by strong correlation gives rise to scale invariance and density distributions characteristic
of self-organized criticality. For some time, we have observed signs of self-organization in the
avalanche, bifurcation and quench of a state-selected Rydberg gas of nitric oxide to form an
ultracold, strongly correlated ultracold plasma. The robust arrested relaxation of this system
forms a disordered state with quantum-mechanical properties that appear to support a coherent
destruction of transport. Work reported here focuses on initial stages of avalanche and quench,
using the mm-wave spectroscopy of an embedded quantum probe to characterize the intermolecular
interaction dynamics associated with the evolution to plasma. Double-resonance excitation prepares
a Rydberg gas of nitric oxide composed of a single selected state, n0f(2) (referring to a particular
principal quantum number from n0 = 30 to 70 in the f (` = 3) Rydberg series converging to
the NO+ rotational state, N+ = 2). Penning ionization, followed by an avalanche of electron-
Rydberg collisions, forms a plasma of NO+ ions and weakly bound electrons, in which a residual
population of n0 Rydberg molecules evolves to high-`. Predissociation depletes the plasma of
low-` molecules. Relaxation ceases and n0`(2) molecules with ` ≥ 4 persist for very long times,
evidently under collision-free conditions. At short times, excitation spectra of mm-wave Rydberg-
Rydberg transitions, n0f(2)→ (n0 ± 1)g(2) mark the rate of electron-collisional `-mixing. At long
times, n0`(2) → (n0 ± 1)d(2) depletion resonances signal collision-free energy redistribution in the
basis of central-field Rydberg states. The widths and asymmetries of Fano lineshapes witness the
degree to which coupling to the arrested bath broadens the bright state as well as how bright-state
predissociation mixes the network of levels in the localized ensemble.
PACS numbers: 05.65.+b, 52.27.Gr, 32.80.Ee, 37.10.Mn, 34.80.Pa
I. INTRODUCTION
Strong correlation operates in many-body systems
out of equilibrium to constrain the mobility of matter
and energy. Local potentials oppose ergodic driving
forces, with far-reaching dynamical implications. Diverse
emergent phenomena, including glassiness [1–3], topolog-
ical phases [4–6], quantum magnetism [7–10], fractional
quantum Hall states [11, 12], and high-temperature
superconductivity [13–17], all owe defining characteristics
to constrained or directed transport either in the classical
or quantum regime.
Quantum systems quenched to a state of large disorder
can exhibit coherent destruction of transport, challenging
conventional notions of statistical thermodynamics [18–
20]. Entangled particle degrees of freedom give rise
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to local integrals of motion [21–24], which operate to
govern energy utilization, and drive periodic or directed
conductivity in a limited configuration space [25–27], and
give rise to many-body localization [28–31].
Such evident effects of strong correlation lead naturally
to the question of whether correlation itself can drive the
dynamics necessary to quench a homogeneous system to
a state with large disorder far from equilibrium. If so,
can spectroscopic means, developed with model systems
in mind [32, 33], serve to probe constrained evolution
in general, and yield signatures of the microscopic
interactions that govern underlying dynamics ?
These questions call for the experimental study of
systems with correlations strong enough to drive out-
of-equilibrium self-assembly. By construction, such a
system ought to afford the simplicity of a quantum-
state-selective response that signals the characteristic
underlying particle-particle interactions. An effective
measure should show whether strong coupling can drive
out-of-equilibrium quantum evolution from homogenous
initial conditions to a disordered landscape. Experimen-
tal study along these lines could well confirm conditions
under which correlated network interactions support
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2a quench to an ensemble best described in terms of
many-body localization, signified by locally conserved
quantities and suppressed conductivity.
Rydberg gases offer particular advantages as materials
from which to form out-of-equilibrium strongly correlated
many-body systems. Rydberg-Rydberg interactions
occur with coupling energies typical of condensed matter
in systems with the density of a rarified gas [34].
Cooperative behaviour in atomic Rydberg ensembles
ranges from precisely defined pairwise and higher-order
coherent phenomenon [35–38] to aggregation [39–41],
dissipation [42–45], non-equilibrium phase transitions
[46, 47] and avalanche to plasma [48–50]. Recent
experiments have established evidence for self-organizing
criticality in ultracold and room-temperature atomic
gases [51, 52].
Here, we investigate the quantum mechanical prop-
erties of the out-of-equilibrium state formed when a
Rydberg gas of nitric oxide entrained at milli-Kelvin
temperature in a skimmed supersonic molecular beam
evolves via a sequence of electron-impact avalanche,
bifurcation and quench to form a strongly coupled,
ultracold plasma [53–57].
We take information from experimental observations
to explain this state of arrested relaxation as a self-
assembled, spatially correlated quantum system of
randomly interacting dipoles of random energies [58, 59].
These dipoles populate a wide distribution of Rydberg
and excitonic states concentrated in an energy interval
within a few hundred GHz of the ionization threshold,
doped by a trace population of more deeply bound
Rydberg molecules distributed over principal quantum
numbers ranging from 30 to 80.
The arrested phase evolves to approximately the
same plasma density, regardless of the initial principal
quantum number and density of the Rydberg gas [50,
60]. But, evidence shows that this self-organization
relies on the strong correlation created by a wave of
locally balanced numbers of NO+ ions and Rydberg
molecules [50]. The yield of stable plasma thus
depends very sensitively on the survival of the selected
Rydberg molecules as determined by their predissociative
lifetimes.
Among the exclusively N = 1 levels accessible at a
given initial principal quantum number, n0, only states
in the orbital angular momentum, ` = 3 series converging
to N+ = 2 (n0f(2)) live long enough to support evolution
to a long-lived plasma state. Higher-`, n0g(2) states
live an order of magnitude longer [61–64], and we find
that mm-wave radiation tuned to stimulate transitions
from an allowed n0f(2) level to adjacent states of higher
angular momentum, (n0± 1)g(2), substantially increases
the density of plasma that survives the first 300 ns of
avalanche and persists to form a late-peak electron signal
after 20 µs or more [65].
A mm-wave field tuned to drive the overlapping tran-
sitions from n0f(2), n0g(2) and n0`(2) to neighbouring
(n0±1)d(2) states drops the angular-momentum barrier,
permitting nanosecond predissociation [61]. During the
first 300 ns of plasma evolution, avalanche electrons
collide with Rydberg molecules. This scrambles the
orbital angular momentum of photo-populated ` = 2
levels as they form, which prevents early mm-wave
transitions to nd states from depleting the Rydberg
population.
However, after one or two microseconds, we find that
electron collisions cease, evidenced by the fact that a
transition to ` = 2 produces a resonant dip in the
plasma signal. At its centre frequency, this transition
suppresses the plasma signal to an amplitude near zero,
even though delayed selective field ionization shows that
the distribution of states evolves by then to contain fewer
than one percent in the n0 level resonant with the mm-
wave field. Thus, the ωmm excitation spectrum itself
shows direct evidence that collisionless energy transfer
must occur to fill the hole burned in the distribution of
Rydberg states.
The excitation spectrum of Rydberg-Rydberg transi-
tions to bright states of both higher and lower orbital
angular momentum displays Fano lineshapes. These
asymmetric features are characteristically broadened and
displaced by coupling that redistributes spectral weight
to the localized network of coupled Rydberg levels that
forms an underlying quasi-continuum of dark states.
Reading the nature of this coupling directly in
the linewidth, Γ and asymmetry parameter, q, these
spectra show direct evidence that predissociation, which
transfers population from the spectroscopically active
(n0 ± 1)d(2) states to the open-system of N(4S) + O(3P)
atoms, bridges the closed plasma ensemble to a thermal
continuum. This evidently strengthens coupling of the
bright state to the localized plasma bath and acts to
turn up energy mobility in the strongly coupled out-of-
equilibrium system.
Thus, in the nitric oxide molecular ultracold plasma we
realize an out-of-equilibrium many-body system in which
strong correlation drives self-organization to a canonical
state of arrested relaxation, in which the mm-wave
excitation spectrum of an embedded quantum probe
gauges the degree to which the population of a particular
state quenches or favours ergodicity.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
A. Formation of Rydberg gas and its evolution to
ultracold plasma
Nitric oxide gas, entrained 1:10 in a pulsed supersonic
jet of helium, expands from a stagnation pressure of
5 bar. This jet travels 35 mm to pass through
a 1 mm diameter skimmer separating the source
and experimental chambers of a differentially pumped
vacuum system, as diagrammed in Figure 1a. A pair
of co-propagating Nd:YAG pumped dye laser pulses
(ω1 + ω2) intercepts the NO molecular beam between
3two grids G1 and G2 to produce a state-selected Rydberg
gas. Normally, we hold G1 to ground and adjust G2 over
a range of ±100 mV to create a field-free region between
G1 and G2 during laser excitation.
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The grid and detector assembly moves longitudinally
under external motorized control. By this mechanism, we can
vary the flight time through the G −1 G2 evolution region
from t = 0, when laser excitation forms the Rydberg gas, until
the the excitation volume transits G2 and forms an electron
signal.
To obtain pulsed-field-ionization spectra, we connect the
output of a Behlke high-voltage switch to G1. A pulse applied
to this electrode creates a rising electric field in the evolution
region. A tuned RC circuit controls the rise time of this pulsed
field. Figure 2 shows the experimental field pulse created for a
fixed G −1 G2 span of 3.6 cm, rising from 0 to 838 V cm−1
with a time constant of three μs.
To probe the excitation volume by means of a low-vol-
tage pulsed field, we use a Tektronix AWG2020 arbitrary
waveform generator to create a one μs, −3 V square wave
pulse, which we apply to G1.
3. Results
3.1. Preparation of the Xe Rydberg gas
With ω1 set to excite the transition in Xe from Xe⎡⎣ ⎤⎦p p5 P 6 [5/2]5 2 3/2 2 2, we tune ω2 over a range from 515 nm
to 508 nm, which drives absorption from the p6 state to
Rydberg states in the ns and nd series with an initial principal
quantum number ranging from =n 300 to 70. Using a for-
ward-bias high-voltage pulse, applied to G1 after a delay of
one μs, we detect the ω2 absorption spectrum by pulsed-field
ionization. Figure 3 plots the Rydberg spectrum from n = 38
to n = 53, observed in ω2 transitions from Xe p6 by inte-
grating the pulsed-field ionization signal.
If we omit the pulsed field and wait for the excitation
volume to travel the distance set between the excitation region
and G2, we observe a characteristic waveform, as displayed in
figure 4. The small prompt electron signal at μ≈t 0 s appears
with an intensity that does not vary with the properties of ω2,
but does depend sensitively on the ω1 power, indicating that
this weak feature arises from ω1 three-photon ionization.
The arrival time of the second feature depends on the
distance from the excitation region to G2. This distance
divided by this late-peak arrival time conforms precisely with
the measured −385 m s 1 velocity of Xe atoms in our beam.
The width of this feature in time transforms to the spatial
width of the excitation volume in the direction of propagation.
Figure 2. RampQ3 pulse used to obtain field-ionization spectra of Xe
Rydberg states. A tuned RC circuit produces a pulsed electrostatic
field that rises to 838 V cm−1 with a time constant of three μs. Figure 3.A portion of the pulsed-field ionization detected absorption
spectrum of high-Rydberg transitions originating from Xe⎡⎣ ⎤⎦p p5 P 6 [5/2]5 2 3/2 2 2. The ladder marks resonances assigned to the
nd series converging to Xe+ p P5 5 2 3/2.
Figure 4. Oscilloscope trace showing the electron signal as a
function of time at the MCP detector. The prompt peak at 0 μs arises
from three ω1-photon ionization of xenon atoms together with the
instantaneous evaporation of prompt electrons following Rydber-
g–Rydberg Penning ionization. The second, stronger electron signal
marks the transit of the excited volume through G2.
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from three ω1-photon ionization of xenon atoms together with the
instantaneous evaporation of prompt electrons following Rydber-
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marks the transit of the excited volume through G2.
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FIG. 1: (a) Co-propagating l ser b ams, ω1 and ω2, cross a
molecular beam of nitric oxide between e trance a er re G1
and grid G2 of a diffe entially- ump vacuum chamber. (b)
Nd:YAG-pumped dye lasers (ω1 and ω2) pump g u d state
NO first to the exci ed A 2Σ+ N ′ = 0 state and then to a
Rydberg level with N = 1.
The ω1 pulse, tuned to 226 nm and adjusted to an
output energy between 1 and 10 µJ, excites ground state
NO molecules to the rotationally selected electronically
excited intermediate state, A 2Σ+ N
′
= 0. A second dye
laser pulse, ω2, tuned from 327 nm to 330 nm, promotes
these selected A 2Σ+ molecules to high Rydberg states
with electron binding energies in the range from 1 to 120
cm−1 below the N+ = 0 ionization limit of NO+ (Figure
1b).
Parity and angular momentum selection rules from
intermediateN
′
= 0 confine Rydberg states populated by
double resonance to those with total angular momentum
neglecting spin of N = 1. Among optically accessible
Rydberg states, only those of principal quantum number
n in the f series (l = 3) converging to the N+ = 2 limit,
nf(2) for n from 30 to 80, have sufficient lifetime to form
a Rydberg gas that evolves to form an ultracold plasma.
Normally, we saturate the ω2 transition, so the
intensity of ω1 determines the initial density of the
Rydberg gas. A ω1 pulse energy that exceeds 8 µJ
saturates the X to A transition, which yields an upper-
limiting initial Rydberg gas density in excess of 1012
cm−3 [53, 55]. At any fixed ω1 intensity, the radiative
lifetime of the A-state affords a precise means to reduce
the initial Rydberg gas density by choosing a nonzero
ω1 − ω2 delay [66].
For the purposes of the present experiment, we set
ω1 intensity to equal 2 µJ per pulse and adjust the
ω1 − ω2 delay to a value of 500 ns, which forms a
Rydberg gas with an initial density of about 1011 cm−3.
Prompt Penning ionization in the leading edge of the
Rydberg-Rydberg nearest neighbour distribution yields
an adventitious population of free electrons.
These electrons, trapped by the NO+ space charge
drive an electron-impact avalanche. The illuminated
volume evolves on a 100 ns timescale to form a
quasi-equilibrium of NO+ ions, electrons and high-
Rydberg molecules [56]. Ensemble dynamics redistribute
energy released in the avalanche to quench the electron
temperature as well as the relative motion of ions and
Rydberg molecules [58, 59].
B. Selective field ionization as a gauge of
short-time dynamics
We measure the distribution of electron binding
energies i the Rydberg gas as a function of delay after ω2
by mea s of s lected field ionization (SFI) spectroscopy
[67]. A Be t a high voltage power supply biases a Behlke
high voltage push-pull switch to generate a 3kV high
voltage pulse. A 5 kΩ resistor in series with G1 forms an
RC circuit tha generates a ramped electric field between
G1 and G2 that rises at ∼ 0.8 V cm−1ns−1. A polynomial
function fit to the leading edge of the ramp voltage as a
funct on f ti e transforms the detected electron signal
waveform to a quantity that varies with the electric field
between G1 and G2.
An electric field with this rise time drives the
superposition of m` states formed by the initial
preparation of a particular n0f(2) Rydberg level to
evolve diabatically through the Stark manifold, crossing a
saddle point to form ions and free electrons when the field
F rises to a threshold amplitude, 1/9n4 in atomic units.
This separation of charge appears as an electron signal
resonance that begins for F = (En(2)/4.59)
2 V cm−1,
where En0(2) in cm
−1 expresses the binding energy of
the Rydberg state with respect to a nitric oxide cation
in rotational state, N+ = 2.
As this N+ = 2 wavepacket propagates, it traverses
many intersections with states of matching total angular
momentum and electronic × rotational parity built on
the ground rotational state of NO+. These crossings
confer sufficient N+ = 0 character for amplitude to
develop in a final state of free electrons and rotational
ground state NO+ ions, which can appear as a resonance
at lower voltage, when the rising field passes an
amplitude of (En(0)/4.59)
2 V/cm.
For an initial density of 1011 cm−3, a field ionization
ramp begun 300 ns after the ω2 samples the system in
a state composed mainly of n0f(2) Rydberg molecules
4as initially prepared, together with Rydberg molecules
in other levels, n and free electrons bound to the space
charge of NO+ ions formed early in the avalanche.
SFI ramps initiated with longer time delays sample
distributions of n0 Rydberg molecules altered by
numerous collisions with avalanche electrons. At a
rate faster than that of n-changing interactions, these
collisions mix `, populating degenerate manifolds of
states at each n, |N+ = 2〉 |n, `〉. These states of
higher orbital angular momentum field ionize to produce
electron waveforms reflecting the formation of ions in
rotational states, N+ = 0 and 2 at slightly higher field
amplitudes.
C. Field-free propagation as a long-time gauge of
plasma evolution
Holding the electrostatic field to zero, we allow the
photoexcited gas volume to travel with the propagation
of the molecular beam to transit the far grid, G2.
A bellows actuator longitudinally translates a carriage
holding perpendicularly mounted grids G2 and G3
together with a microchannel plate detector assembly
(Figure 1a). Adjusting the flight distance from 3 to 60
mm allows field-free evolution times from 2 to 40 µs.
As the plasma volume transits G2, it encounters a
static field set to a range from 30 to 200 V cm−1. This
field extracts an electron signal that traces the width of
the plasma in the in the direction of propagation. As in
the SFI experiment, we integrate this late-peak electron
signal waveform to measure the total plasma and high-
Rydberg electrons present for a given evolution time.
We vary the ω1 − ω2 delay to regulate the initial
density of the Rydberg gas. For a controlled density,
we detect the change in the integrated late-peak signal
in the presence of resonant mm-wave radiation to gauge
the effect of early time Rydberg-Rydberg transitions on
the fraction of the initial Rydberg gas that evolves to a
long-time ultracold plasma state of arrested relaxation.
D. UV-UV double-resonance and
UV-UV-mm-wave triple-resonance spectroscopy
A Virginia Diodes 10-400 GHz solid-state multi-band
transmitter (VDI-Tx-S129) produces a tunable CW mm-
wave field, ωmm, with an energy density as high as
100 µW cm−2. This output originates from an on-
board computer controlled Micro Lambda MLSE-1006
yttrium iron garnet (YIG) oscillator based frequency
synthesizer, set for present purposes to a precisely
determined primary frequency in the range from 10 to
20 GHz. Stages of frequency doubling (WR 5.1×2R2)
and tripling (WR 9.3×3) produce continuously tunable
output from 60 to 120 GHz. The multi-band transmitter
broadcasts this output through a VDI-WR-10 35.5×16.3
mm conical horn. An f/5 teflon lens collects a portion
of this mm-wave electromagnetic field and focuses it on
the molecular beam with a maximum estimated power
density of 25 µW cm−2. We regulate the output by
means of cardboard attenuators placed between the horn
and lens, and measure the power incident on the 2.5 cm
diameter × 1 mm thick silica window of the vacuum
chamber using a TK Instruments THz absolute power
meter.
For ω1 fixed on a transition to the A
2Σ+ N
′
= 0
state, a scan of ω2 from 327 nm to 330 nm yields a
double-resonant spectrum of nf(2) Rydberg molecules
that appears both in the SFI and late peak ultracold
plasma signals. Such scans in the presence of a CW mm-
wave field forms a strong triple-resonance signal when the
ω2 scan samples an n0f(2) state for which an appropriate
∆n = 1 Rydberg-Rydberg resonance exists at ωmm (see
below).
Tuning ω1 and ω2 to a particular n0f(2) Rydberg
state and scaning the mm-wave frequency, we can detect
similar spectra both in the SFI and late peak ultracold
plasma signals when the three radiation fields satisfy the
triple-resonance condition. We have sub-kHz control of
the mm-wave frequency, so the observed variation of the
triple-resonance signal with ωmm provides a means to
assess the lineshapes of Rydberg-Rydberg transitions in
the plasma.
For some experiments we modulate the output power
by applying 5 to 0 V half-wave voltage pulse to the TTL
modulation input of the VDI-Tx-S129 transmitter. A 5
V DC control voltage sets the transmitter output to zero.
Switching this input to 0 V sets the transmitter to full
power. We use this feature to delay the application of
the mm-wave field with respect to ω2.
III. RESULTS
A. The effect of mm-wave radiation on the ω2
spectrum of ultracold plasma NO Rydberg series
1. UV-UV double-resonance
Figure 1 shows double-resonant spectra obtained in
transitions originating from the A 2Σ+ N+ = 0 state
for ω2 wavelengths scanned from 328 to 329 nm in
the absence of mm-wave radiation. Here, to obtain
the upper spectrum we integrate the SFI signal formed
by Rydberg molecules that retain the initial principal
quantum number of the Rydberg gas, n0. The lower
spectrum represents the late peak signal formed as the
illuminated volume transits G2 after 20 µs of field-free
flight. Both spectra show resonances in the nf(2) series
for principal quantum numbers, n0, that extend from 36
to 49, converging to the NO+ rotational level N+ = 2
with orbital angular momentum ` = 3.
Note that, collecting either the SFI or late-peak
electron signals, scans over this principal quantum num-
ber range yield Rydberg spectra that have comparable
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FIG. 2: Field free Double-resonant ω2spectra of nitric oxide
n0f(2) Rydberg states for n0 from 38 to 49. (top) Electron
signal integrated over Rydberg resonances in the SFI spectra.
(bottom) Electron signal integrated over late peak after a
flight time of 20 µs
variations in intensity. In particular, resonances in
the upper half of these spectra alternate in intensity
enhancing structure for n0 = 40, 45, 47 and 49, while
suppressing n0 = 41, 46 and 48. Interloping structure
appears between resonances for n0 = 36 and 37 and
n0 = 38 and 39, seen easily in the SFI-detected spectrum,
and detectable as well in the late-peak spectrum.
2. UV-UV-mm-wave triple resonance
The application of a CW mm-wave field at particular
frequencies from 70 to 110 GHz dramatically affects the
intensities of certain particular features in the action
spectra of n0f(2) Rydberg resonances for n0 from 36
to 49, observed both by integrating the SFI signal and
the late peak. For each selected mm-wave frequency we
usually see the enhancement of one particular principal
quantum number in the n0f(2) spectrum. In many cases,
we also note a neighbouring resonance with diminished
intensity. Generally speaking, we find that enhancement
occurs whenever the mm-wave frequency falls near the
energy of a unit change in principal quantum number for
a given n0f(2) resonance.
a. 108.6GHz Figure 3 shows SFI and late-peak ω2
spectra as a function of ω2 scanned in the presence of a
100 µW mm-wave field with a frequency of 108.6 GHz.
Compare these spectra with those in Figure 2, recorded
in the absence of a mm-wave field. There, under field-
free conditions, the 40f(2) resonance dominates the series
of low-n0 resonances. The addition of a 108.6 GHz field
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FIG. 3: ω2 spectra as in Figure 2, with SFI (left) and late-
peak (right) detection in mm-wave fields with the frequencies
indicated.
6enhances the intensity of the 39f(2) resonance by a factor
of five in the SFI action spectrum and by a factor of
ten in the late peak action spectrum compared with the
field-free results. The same 108.6 GHz field suppresses
the 40f(2) feature by about a factor of 1.5 in the SFI
spectrum and a factor of two in the late peak spectrum.
b. 100.6 GHz A mm-wave field with a frequency
of 100.6 GHz causes a similar pattern of enhancement
and suppression in the SFI and late-peak ω2 spectra.
Note that a field of this frequency enhances the
relative intensity of the 40f(2) resonance by factors of
approximately two in both the SFI and late peak detected
spectra. At the same time, it reduces the relative
intensity of the 41f(2) resonance slightly in the SFI
spectrum, and decreases it to nearly zero in the late-peak
spectrum.
c. 93.7 GHz A mm-wave field with a frequency of
93.7 GHz increases the relative intensity of the 41f(2)
resonance increases by a factor of five in the SFI spectrum
and a factor of eight in the late peak spectrum. This mm-
wave field suppresses the 42f(2) feature by two thirds and
the 45f(2) resonance by half in the late peak spectrum,
but causes no obvious suppression in the ω2 spectrum
recorded by monitoring the SFI signal. Note as well
that this field enhances an interloping resonance that
appears at 30461.46 cm−1 in the SFI spectrum. This
resonance appears weakly as a new feature in the late
peak spectrum in the presence of a 93.7 GHz field.
d. 87.0 GHz A mm-wave field with a frequency of
87.0 GHz increases the relative intensity of the 42f(2)
resonance by a factor of five in the SFI spectrum and by
a factor of three in the late peak spectrum. We find the
43f(2) feature to be suppressed by half in the late-peak
spectrum, but not suppressed at all in the SFI spectrum.
Note that a 87.0 GHz mm-wave field again enhances the
interloping resonance that occurs at 30461.65 cm−1 in
the SFI-detected ω2 spectrum. It also causes this feature
to appear again as a new resonance in the late peak
spectrum.
e. 81.4 GHz In the presence of a mm-wave field
with a frequency of 81.4 GHz, the relative intensity of
43f(2) resonance increases by a factor of two in the SFI-
detected ω2 spectrum and increases by a factor of three
in the late-peak ω2 spectrum. This field suppresses the
44f(2) feature by two thirds in the late peak spectrum,
but not at all in the SFI-detected ω2 spectrum. Note
that the presence of an 81.4 GHz field causes a weak new
feature to appear at 30464.71 cm−1 between 39f(2) and
40f(2) in the SFI and late-peak-detected spectra. This
feature is absent in both classes of spectra under mm-
wave field-free conditions.
f. 75.6 GHz A mm-wave field with a frequency of
75.6 GHz increases the intensity of the 44f(2) resonance
by a factor of two in the SFI-detected ω2 spectrum but
only slightly increases the intensity of this feature in the
late-peak spectrum. This mm-wave field suppresses the
45f(2) feature by two thirds in the late peak spectrum
and one third in the SFI-detected ω2 spectrum. Note the
creation of a weak new feature at 30467.56cm−1 between
40f(2) and 41f(2) in both SFI and late peak spectra.
Again, this resonance does not appear in the field-free
spectra.
g. 71.1GHz In the presence of a mm-wave field with
a frequency of 71.1 GHz, the relative intensity of the
SFI-detected 45f(2) resonance grows by a factor of two.
This same resonance increases by a factor of three in the
late-peak-detected ω2 spectrum. Note that this field also
increases the intensity of the 43f(2) resonance by a factor
of two in the late-peak spectrum. The 71.1 GHz field
suppresses the 46f(2) resonance by a factor of three in the
late-peak spectrum and slightly decreases the intensity of
the 47f(2) resonance in the SFI-detected ω2 spectrum
h. Brief summary The ω2 spectra detected by
integrating both the SFI and late-peak signals show
a pattern of increased intensity in successive n0(2)
resonances with decreasing mm-wave frequency. In
addition to these systematically resonant enhancements,
we find that mm-wave fields of certain frequencies cause
new, interloping features to appear at 30461.46, 30464.71
and 30467.56 cm−1.
Generally speaking, a field that enhances the strength
of a resonance in the late-peak-detected ω2 spectrum for
a principal quantum number, n0, significantly depresses
the intensity of the late-peak feature at n0 +1. We notice
a similar but much weaker pattern of suppressed intensity
in the ω2 spectra detected by monitoring the integrated
SFI signal.
B. Fixed ω2: mm-wave excitation spectra of
state-selected ultracold plasmas
For fixed ω2, tuned to a particular n0f(2) resonance, a
scanned mm-wave frequency, ωmm, produces a response
in the electron signal, monitored either by integrating
the SFI waveform collected 300 ns after ω2 or measuring
the late peak after 20 mus. Figure 4 shows mm-wave
action spectra observed in the SFI signal (left) and late-
peak signal (right) for ultracold plasmas that evolve from
state-selected Rydberg gases with n0 from 39 to 45.
a. Ultracold plasma that evolves from 39f(2) The
top row of Figure 4 shows the mm-wave excitation
spectrum of the ultracold plasma that evolves from the
39f(2) Rydberg gas. Here we see a distinctive pair of
resonant features at 109 and 113 GHz with full-width at
half-maximum (fwhm) of approximately 1 GHz. These
appear in almost identical fashion when detected in the
SFI signal 300 ns after ω2 (left) and after 20 µs in the
late peak (right). Note as well a small, sharper satellite
resonance at 104GHz in both spectra. The mm-wave
spectrum gauged in the late peak also exhibits broader
dips at 106GHz and 115 GHz. We see little if any sign
of these dips in the spectrum observed after 300 ns using
SFI detection.
b. Ultracold plasma that evolves from 40f(2) The
ultracold plasma that evolves from the 40f(2) Rydberg
7gas exhibits a closer pair of mm-wave resonances of
similar fwhm at lower frequencies of 101 and 105 GHz.
Over this scan of 40 GHz, we find no satellite peaks.
But the late-peak mm-wave spectrum forms broad dips
with centre frequencies of 98 and 107 GHz. A hint of
the higher-frequency dip appear in the short-time SFI-
detected spectrum.
c. Ultracold plasma that evolves from 41f(2) The
same pattern of 2 GHz fwhm doublets appears with
narrower spacing at lower frequencies of 94 and 97 GHz
in transitions from ω2-selected 41f(2). Here we also see a
small satellite peak at 89 GHz in both SFI and late-peak
spectra. Broader dips occur at 91 GHz and 100 GHz
occur prominently in the late-peak spectrum. The SFI-
detected spectrum shows a suggestion of this structure.
d. Ultracold plasma that evolves from 42f(2) The
mm-wave spectra from 42f(2) again feature prominent
doublets, now at 87 GHz and 90 GHz. Here we see a
weak additional peak at 74 GHz in both spectra. Broad
dips appear at 85 GHz and 92 GHz in the late-peak signal
detected after a flight time of 20 µs.
e. Ultracold plasma that evolves from 43f(2) The
plasma prepared from a 43f(2) Rydberg gas yields a
similar doublet of mm-wave excitation features at 82
GHz and 84 GHz in both SFI and late spectra. The
spectrum collected monitoring the late-peak signal also
shows broader flanking dips at 80 GHz and 86 GHz. Both
the SFI and late-peak spectra show a small satellite peak
at 78 GHz and a second pair of resonances at 70 GHz
to 73 GHz, flanked by noticeable dips in the late-peak
excitation spectrum.
f. Ultracold plasma that evolves from 44f(2) The
mm-wave excitation spectra observed for a plasma that
evolves from the 44f(2) Rydberg gas exhibits a familiar
doublet, moved to lower frequencies of 76 GHz and 78
GHz. Here, the spectrum sampled in the late-peak
signal shows narrower and weaker dips at 74 GHz and
81 GHz. Both spectra contain an isolated peak at 67
GHz, accompanied by a dip at 70 GHz in the late-peak
spectrum.
g. Ultracold plasma that evolves from 45f(2) We
find the lowest-frequency, narrowest-spaced doublet of
mm-wave transitions in this series in the plasma that
originates from a Rydberg gas selected to originate from
45f(2). Excitation spectra collected at short time in
the SFI signal and after 20 µs in the late peak exhibit
resonances at at 71 GHz and 73 GHz. Pronounced dips
at 70 GHz and 75 GHz flank these features in the late-
peak mm-wave spectrum. Interestingly, notice that the
frequency positions of the prominent doublet here closely
matches the satellite structure observed in the plasma
that evolves from the 43f(2) Rydberg gas.
h. Summary Ultracold plasmas evolving from
n0f(2) Rydberg gases for n0 from 39 to 45 show a
consistent pattern of positive going doublets, detected
both in the SFI signal and the integrated late peak.
Both the transition energies and the spacing of these
doublets decrease systematically with increasing n0.
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FIG. 4: mm-wave action spectra measured by the SFI yield
(left) and late-peak signal (right) for ultracold plasmas that
evolve from Rydberg gases with n0 from 39 to 45.
8Broad dips flank these doublets in the mm-wave
spectrum measured by the late-peak signal. The
separation of these features also falls uniformly with
increasing n0. Often the position of a positive-going
resonance for a given value of n0 occurs at the frequency
of the upper dip in the excitation spectrum of the plasma
that evolves from n0 + 1. These dip resonances are
largely absent in ωmm excitation spectra recording the
SFI spectra.
This appears to explain the suppression of (n0 +1)f(2)
features in late-peak ω2 spectra recorded in the presence
of mm-wave fields chosen to enhance n0f(2) resonances.
Consistent with the trend observed in these spectra,
resonant dips prominent in the signal recorded after an
evolution of 20 µs appear weakly if at all in short-time
SFI-detected spectra.
Nearly all of these mm-wave excitation spectra show
additional positive-going satellite resonances. In some
cases these satellite resonances mirror one or both
components of a principal doublet observed for a different
n0.
C. Time-dependence of mm-wave excitation
spectra
Figures 3 and 4 display mm-wave frequency dependent
changes in electron-signal intensities associated with UV
excitation from A 2Σ+ N+ = 0 to Rydberg states with
n0 from 39 to 45, as well as mm-wave excitation from
selected n0f(2) states. These changes occur owing to the
application of a CW mm-wave field during a period of
300 ns between ω2 excitation and the SFI ramp, and to
nearly an equivalent extent in the presence of the same
field for the 20 µs between ω2 and passage through G2
to form the late peak.
The similarity of excitation spectra whether monitor-
ing SFI signal or the late peak raises the question of when
during these intervals of time does interaction of the mm-
wave field with the ultracold plasma act to produce the
observed ωmm resonant effects.
To explore this question, we have used the amplitude
modulation feature of our multi-band transmitter to
delay the application of the mm-wave field by various
intervals of time after ω2 excitation to form the nitric
oxide Rydberg gas.
The upper frame of Figure 5 shows a set of mm-
wave scans over the resonant doublet and flanking dips
observed for the plasma that evolves from a 42f(2)
Rydberg gas, as pictured in the middle frame of Figure 4
using three different delays, ∆tmm, with respect to the ω2
excitation pulse, -1.8 µs, 0.8 µs and 1.4 µs. Here, we have
scaled the data in each case to to match the amplitude
of the evident dips.
Recognizing the evident asymmetry of these features,
we fit the data obtained for the mm-wave field started
-1.8 µs before ω2 to a sum of four Fano profiles, two
that describe the positive-going central features and two
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FIG. 5: Time-dependent mm-wave spectra of 42f(2) state
integrated over late-peak signal. (top frame) Spectra taken
-1.8 µs, 0.8 µs and 1.4 µs relative to ω2 laser excitation
respectively with color keyed to delay time in the (middle
frame) ratio of signal integrated over the 42f(2) → 43g(2)
resonance peak, to that integrated over the 42f(2)→ 43d(2)
dip in the mm-wave spectra as a function of mm-wave delay
time. (bottom frame) Four thousand selective field ionization
spectra arranged by decreasing initial Rydberg gas density,
showing the electron signal as a function of electrostatic field,
ramped from 0 to 250 V cm−1 with ramp delays of 0 and 450
ns. Signal observed for high densities at low voltage represents
weakly bound high-Rydberg molecules and electrons bound to
the NO+ space charge. The initial Rydberg molecules, in this
case in the 44f(2) state, form the distinctive pair of bands
at 125 and 180 V cm−1, the field-ionization thresholds to
produce NO+ in rotational states N+ = 0 and 2, respectively.
Notice the shift to higher field and decrease in intensity as
electron-Rydberg collisions mix `. The n0`(2) signal decreases
further owing to early inelastic scattering and predissociation
to form just a faint trace after 2 µs.
negative-going profiles that describe the flanking dips. A
set of 10 scans for ωmm delays varying from ∆tmm =
−1.8 µs to 3 µs yields best fitting amplitude ratios
as plotted in the lower frame of Figure 5. The three
curves in the upper frame of Figure 5 show the best fit
simulations for the corresponding three delay times.
Note that, scaled to a constant relative dip, the positive
9going amplitude observed in the late-peak ωmm spectrum
decays to near zero on the timescale of the avalanche from
Rydberg gas to plasma, about 1 µs. For short variations
in ∆tmm, the amplitude of the dips is nearly constant,
and this fall in the peak-to-dip ratio approximately
describes the time decay in mm-wave enhancement of
n0f(2) resonant features. Over longer delays, we find
that the absolute amplitudes of the depletion features
diminish on 10 µs timescale in direct proportion to the
length of the interval between the start of the ωmm square
wave and the start of the late-peak signal.
D. Power dependence of mm-wave excitation
spectra
The Virginia Diodes solid-state multi-band transmitter
forms a much narrower source of pure CW mm-wave
frequencies than the evident widths of ωmm Figures 4
and 5. It thus remains to explain the persistent ∼ 1
GHz, seemingly asymmetric lineshapes of these resonant
features.
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FIG. 6: Power-dependence measurement of 40f(2) with SFI
signal in mm-wave spectra. (a) signal integrated over 100-
102 GHz in with different mm-wave output power. (b)mm-
wave spectra at 4 different mm-wave power indicated by the
consistent colors of solid triangles in (a)
Rydberg-Rydberg transitions exhibit enormous dipole
transition matrix elements [67], which presents the issue
of power broadening. The lower frame of Figure 6
integrates the resonant enhancement of the SFI signal
observed for the plasma that forms from the 40f(2)
Rydberg gas for ωmm from 100 to 102 GHz at incident
powers from 0 to 25 µW cm−2. Over this range, the
absorption rises from a regime of linear absorption to
approach saturation. The upper frame of Figure 6
shows µW cm−2 spectra at incident mm-wave intensities
marked by filled triangles. Note that power broadening
has no effect on the observed linewidths over this full
range.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Rydberg spectroscopy of the nitric oxide
molecular ultracold plasma
The formation of a durable ultracold plasma marks
the energy positions of long-lived high Rydberg states
of nitric oxide accessible in UV-UV double resonance
from a state of zero angular momentum neglecting spin.
The addition of a mm-wave radiation field tunable from
60 to 120 GHz drives Rydberg-Rydberg transitions that
enhance or diminish the electron signal associated with
this plasma. These results shed light on the high-
Rydberg spectroscopy of NO. They also point with
quantum state resolution to dynamical factors that shape
the evolution to an ultracold molecular plasma and
determine its stability. We begin with an analysis of the
spectroscopy.
1. UV-UV double-resonance and the n0f(2) Rydberg
spectrum of NO
Angular momentum selection rules allow UV-UV
double resonance electronic transitions via the A 2Σ+
N ′ = 0 intermediate state of nitric oxide to reach
all Rydberg states for which, N , the total angular
momentum neglecting spin equals 1. This optical
excitation process forms neutral Rydberg gases of varying
stability with respect to predissociation to atoms:
NO |n0, `〉 → N(4S) + O(3P) (1)
Many previous studies have recognized that the rate of
predissociation, which depends sensitively on Rydberg
orbital angular momentum, `, limits transitions readily
detected by ionization from A 2Σ+ N ′ = 0 to those in
the N = 1 nf Rydberg series that converges to the NO+
rotational level, N+ = 2 [61–64, 68].
This hydrogenic series, n0f(2), defines a particular
subset of nitric oxide Rydberg gas initial states that
evolve to form a durable ultracold plasma. The
integrated amplitude of the selective field ionization
(SFI) signal, sampled 300 ns after ω2 measures the
resonant position of each resonance and the effectiveness
by which the associated short-time dynamics of avalanche
ionization forms a bound distribution of NO+ - e−
charge.
On a far longer timescale, after 20, 40 or as much a
400 µs [55, 56, 60], an electron signal late peak forms
10
when the illuminated volume transits a detection plane.
The amplitude of this signal gauges the effectiveness
with which each n0f(2) Rydberg gas evolves to yield an
ultracold plasma state of arrested dissipation. As we
can see from Figure 2 the long-time, late-peak signal
presents much the same intensity pattern as the SFI
spectrum sampled after only 300 ns. From this we can
conclude that dynamical processes occur very early in the
avalanche of the Rydberg gas to determine the charge
density of the plasma sampled at a much later time.
2. UV-UV-mm-wave triple-resonance and the assignment
of n0f(2)→ (n0 ± 1)g(2) Rydberg - Rydberg transitions
A CW mm-wave field, tuned to a succession of specific
points in the range of frequency from 120 and 60 GHz,
enhances the intensity of n0f(2) resonances in the ω2
spectrum for n0 from 39 to 45. The sequence of spectra in
Figure 3 defines the set of mm-wave resonant frequencies
that decreases as a slightly sub-linear function of n0
(cf. Figure 7). This set of ωmm frequencies conforms
almost exactly with the set of transition energies from
each n0f(2) level to the neighbouring (n0 + 1)g(2) state
calculated simply from Rydberg formula with constant
quantum defects, δf = 0.023 and δg = 0.003 [64].
TABLE I: Assignment of n0f(2) positions and n0f(2) to (n0±
1)g(2) Rydberg-Rydberg transitions from ω2 and ωmm spectra
ω2 cm
−1 n0f(2)
n0f(2)→ (n0 + 1)g(2) n0f(2)→ (n0 − 1)g(2)
meas(GHz) calc(GHz) meas(GHz) calc(GHz)
30462.46 39f(2) 108.84 109.04 113.22 113.14
30466.03 40f(2) 101.18 101.16 104.91 104.76
30469.35 41f(2) 94.08 94.01 97.25 97.19
30472.42 42f(2) 87.61 87.53 90.22 90.33
30475.29 43f(2) 81.86 81.63 83.92 84.10
30477.96 44f(2) 76.33 76.25 78.26 78.43
30480.46 45f(2) 71.25 71.33 73.23 73.25
For a set of ω2 frequencies fixed on specific n0f(2)
resonances, scans of ωmm shown in Figure 4 confirm these
assignments. Here we see clear doublet positions that fit
precisely with the energies calculated for transitions from
n0f(2) to (n0 + 1)g(2) and (n0 − 1)g(2). Combinations
of energies for the mm-wave transitions (n0 − 1)f(2)
to (n0)g(2) and (n0 + 1)f(2) to (n0)g(2) accurately
reflect the binding energy differences between (n0−1)f(2)
and (n0 + 1)f(2) measured by resonant positions in the
ultraviolet ω2 spectrum.
Table I summarizes the ω2 positions of the n0f(2)
Rydberg states for n0 from 39 to 45, and compares
measured mm-wave n0f(2) to (n0 ± 1)g(2) Rydberg-
Rydberg transition energies with simple calculations
assuming constant quantum defects.
3. Dips in the ωmm spectrum mark Rydberg-Rydberg
transitions from n0f(2) to dissociative (n0 ± 1)d(2) states
Distinctive dips flank all of the n0f(2)→ (n0 ± 1)g(2)
Rydberg-Rydberg resonances in the late-peak excitation
spectra plotted on the right in Figure 4. The frequency
positions of features fit well in each instance with
transitions from the selected n0f(2) state to the adjacent
(n0±1) levels of the dσ series converging to NO+, N+ = 2
with a quantum defect, δd = −0.057 [64].
TABLE II: Assignment of n0f(2) to (n0 ± 1)d(2) Rydberg-
Rydberg transitions from ωmm spectra
ω2 cm
−1 n0f(2)
n0f(2)→ (n0 + 1)d(2) n0f(2)→ (n0 − 1)d(2)
meas(GHz) calc(GHz) meas(GHz) calc(GHz)
30462.46 39f(2) 116.42 115.19 105.78 105.96
30466.03 40f(2) 108.10 106.87 98.13 98.12
30469.35 41f(2) 100.12 99.33 91.32 91.03
30472.42 42f(2) 93.07 92.49 85.11 84.61
30475.29 43f(2) 86.10 86.25 79.04 78.78
30477.96 44f(2) 80.34 80.57 74.24 73.47
30480.46 45f(2) 75.65 75.37 69.42 68.63
Note, however that mm-wave transitions originating
from n0`(2) states of any higher orbital angular
momentum `, formed as a result of electron-Rydberg
collisional `-mixing also fall within the 2 GHz bandwidth
of these resonant dips. Note as well that ωmm
transitions to (n0 ± 1)d(2) deplete the 20 µs late-peak
ultracold plasma spectrum nearly to zero, while having
a barely perceptible effect on the short-time signal of the
avalanching plasma detected by SFI.
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Rydberg-Rydberg transitions exhibit enormous dipole
transition matrix elements, which presents the issue of
power broadening. The lower frame of Figure 6 inte-
grates the resonant enhancement of the SFI signal ob-
served for the plasma that forms from the 40f(2) Ryd-
berg gas for !mm from 100 to 102 GHz at incident powers
from 0 to 25 µW cm 2. Over this range, the absorption
rises from a regime of linear absorption to approach sat-
uration. The upper frame of Figure 6 shows µW cm 2
spectra at incident mm-wave intensities marked by filled
triangles. Note that power broadening has no e↵ect on
the observed linewidths over this full range.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Rydberg spectroscopy of the nitric oxide
molecular ultracold plasma
The formation of a durable ultracold plasma marks the
energy positions of long-lived high Rydberg states of ni-
tric oxide accessible in UV-UV double resonance from a
state of zero angular momentum neglecting spin. The
addition of a mm-wave radiation field tunable from 60
to 120 GHz drives Rydberg-Rydberg transitions that en-
hance or diminish the electron signal associated with this
plasma. These results shed light on the high-Rydberg
spectroscopy of NO. They also point with quantum state
resolution to dynamical factors that shape the evolution
to an ultracold molecular plasma and determine its sta-
bility. We begin with an analysis of the spectroscopy.
1. UV-UV double-resonance and the n f(2) Rydberg
spectrum of NO
Angular momentum selection rules allow UV-UV dou-
ble resonance electronic transitions via the A 2⌃+ N 0 = 0
intermediate state of nitric oxide to reach all Rydberg
states for which, N , the total angular momentum ne-
glecting spin equals 1. This optical excitation process
forms neutral Rydberg gases of varying stability with re-
spect to predissociation to atoms:
NO |n0, `i ! N(4S) + O(3P) (1)
Many previous studies have recognized that the rate of
predissociation, which depends sensitively on Rydberg
orbital angular momentum, `, limits transitions detected
by ionization to those in the N = 1 nf Rydberg series
that converges to the NO+ rotational level, N+ = 2.
This hydrogenic series, n0f(2), defines a particular
subset of nitric oxide Rydberg gas initial states that
evolve to form a durable ultracold plasma. The inte-
grated amplitude of the selective field ionization (SFI)
signal, sampled 300 ns after !2 measures the resonant
position of each resonance and the e↵ectiveness by which
the associated short-time dynamics of avalanche ioniza-
tion forms a bound distribution of NO+ - e  charge.
On a far longer timescale, after 20, 40 or as much a 400
µs, an electron signal late peak forms when the illumi-
nated volume transits a detection plane. The amplitude
of this signal gauges the e↵ectiveness with which each
n0f(2) Rydberg gas evolves to yield an ultracold plasma
state of arrested dissipation. As we can see from Fig-
ure 2 the long-time, late-peak signal presents much the
same intensity pattern as the SFI spectrum sampled after
only 300 ns. From this we can conclude that dynamical
processes occur very early in the avalanche of the Ryd-
berg gas to determine the charge density of the plasma
sampled at a much later time.
2. UV-UV-mm-wave triple-resonance and the assignment
of n0f(2)! (n0 ± 1)g(2) Rydberg - Rydberg transitions
Tuning a CW mm-wave field to specific points in a
range of frequency from 0 and 60 GHz enhances the
intensity of successive n0f(2) resonances in the !2 spec-
trum for n0 from 39 to 45. The sequence of spectra in Fig-
ure 3 define a set of mm-wave resonant frequencies that
decreases with n0 following a slightly sub-linear function.
This set of !mm frequencies conforms almost exactly with
the set of transition energies from each n0f(2) level to
the neighbouring (n0 + 1)g(2) state computed simply
from Rydberg formula with constant quantum defects,
 d = 0.0232 and  g = 0.003.
For a set of !2 frequencies fixed on specific n0f(2) res-
onances, scans of !mm shown in Figure 4 confirm these
assignments. Here we see clear doublet positions that
fit precisely wi the energies calculated for transitions
from n0f(2) to (n0 + 1)g(2) and (n0   1)g(2). Combina-
tions of energies for the mm-wave transitions (n0 1)f(2)
to (n0)g(2) and (n0 + 1)f(2) to (n0)g(2) exactly equal
binding energy di↵erences between (n0   1)f(2) and
(n0 + 1)f(2) measured by resonant positions in the ul-
traviolet !2 spectrum.
TABLE I. Assignments of n0f(2) positions and n0f(2) to
(n0 ± 1)g(2) Rydberg-Rydberg transitions from !2 and !mm
spectra
!2 cm
 1 n0f(2)
n0f(2)! (n  1)g(2) n0f(2)! (n+ 1)g(2)
meas(GHz) calc(GHz) meas(GHz) calc(GHz)
30462.46 39f(2) 108.89 109.06 113.43 113.12
30466.03 40f(2) 101.32 101.18 104.90 104.74
30469.35 41f(2) 94.13 94.03 97.18 97.17
30472.42 42f(2) 87.70 87.55 90.21 90.31
30475.29 43f(2) 81.86 81.64 84.13 84.08
30477.96 44f(2) 76.39 76.26 78.33 78.41
30480.46 45f(2) 71.31 71.34 73.32 73.24
Table I summarizes the !2 positions of the n0f(2) Ryd-
erg states for n0 from 39 to 45, and compares measured
mm-wave n0f(2) to (n0±1)g(2) Rydberg-Rydberg transi-
tion energies with simple calculations assuming constant
quantum defects.
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FIG. 7: Measured positions of ωmm resonances for n0f(2)→
(n0 ± 1)g(2) () and n0f(2) → (n0 ± 1)d(2) (♦) transitions
compared with lines connecting the calculated displacements
of the successive sets of g(2) and d(2) states from the
corresponding member of the n0f(2) series, for n0 from 39
to 45.
Table II lists the mm-wave n0f(2) o (n0 ± 1)d(2)
Rydberg-Rydberg transition frequencies measured for
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TABLE III: Assignments of interloping n0`(N
+) positions for ` = 1, 2, 3, and Rydberg-Rydberg transitions from ω2 and ωmm
spectra. Asterisks below refer to transitions for which calculated energies fall below the lowest scanned frequency.
ω2 cm
−1 n0`(N+) (n0 + 1)g(N+)
n0`(N
+)→ (n0 + 1)g(2) (n0 − 1)g(N+) n0`(N
+)→ (n0 − 1)g(2)
meas(GHz) calc(GHz) meas(GHz) calc(GHz)
ω2 scan
30447.98 39p(0) 38g(1) 81.40 83.28
30458.35 40d(1) 41g(1) 93.70 93.66
30461.46 43p(0) 42g(1) 93.70 92.56
30461.65 41d(1) 42g(1) 87.00 87.05
30464.26 44p(0) 43g(1) 93.70 94.37
30464.71 42d(1) 43g(1) 81.40 81.05
30467.56 43d(1) 44g(1) 75.60 75.59
ωmm scan: 30462.46, [39f(2)]
30461.65 41d(1) 42g(1) * 87.05 40g(1) 103.92 104.15
ωmm scan: 30469.35, [41f(2)]
30467.56 43d(1) 44g(1) * 75.59 42g(1) 89.79 90.13
ωmm scan: 30475.29, [43f(2)]
30472.53 45f(1) 46g(1) 69.87 71.34 44g(1) 72.12 73.24
30472.70 45d(1) 46g(1) 66.81 66.06 44g(1) 78.15 78.52
ωmm scan: 30477.96, [44f(2)]
30477.20 47d(1) 48g(1) * 58.03 46g(1) 66.93 68.82
these bands compared with positions estimated from the
Rydberg formula assuming constant quantum defects.
Note the reversal: For this range of n0, the calculated
energy of the transition from n0f(2) to the level, (n0 +
1)d, exceeds that for the transition to (n0 − 1)d
In summary, we assign the very evident pairs of
doublets that appear in these ωmm scans of resonances
in the ultracold plasma response to transitions from
n0f(2) states to adjacent Rydberg levels, (n0 ± 1)g(2)
and (n0 ± 1)d(2) for n0 from 39 to 45. Figure 7 confirms
this assignment by showing the measured position of
each resonance compared to a plot of the calculated
displacement of each (n0 ± 1)g(2) and (n0 ± 1)d(2) state
from the corresponding selected n0f(2) state.
4. Additional resonances evident in the ωmm spectra and
isolated regions of the ω2 spectra
The ω2 spectra in Figure 3 show evidence of additional
structure between n0 = 39 and 40, and in the shoulder of
the resonance for n0 = 44 that varies in the presence
of mm-wave fields of particular frequency. Similarly,
the ωmm spectra in Figure 4 exhibit numerous instances
of additional resonances for fixed values of ω2 tuned to
n0f(2) states with n0 = 39, 41, 43 and 44.
As made evident by Figure 7 together with Tables I
and II, a simple Rydberg model describes the positions
of states with n0 in the range from 39 to 45 quite
well in terms of separable rotational quantum number
and constant quantum defect for d, f , and g series.
Considering series that converge to N+ = 0 and 1 as
well as 2, we can identify intervals of ω1 + ω2 energy at
which members of these interloping series coincide with
n0f(2) states. This occurs particularly in stroboscopic
regions where Rydberg intervals approach rotational
energy spacings.
Gauging the calculated energy separation between
candidate interloping n0p(N
+) and n0d(N
+) and
adjacent (n0 ± 1)g(N+) states, we can account for all
the other resonant features that appear in Figures 3
and 4. Table III assigns all of the transitions observed
owing to interloping p, d and f states with total angular
momentum neglecting spin of N = 1. It seems likely that
all levels with ` < 3 borrow lifetime from neighbouring
n0f(2) states, and like those principal ω2 resonances, add
to the plasma signal detected in the SFI spectrum or the
late peak when promoted to adjacent (n0 ± 1)g states.
B. Intensity of mm-wave resonances as a probe of
molecular ultracold plasma evolution dynamics
1. Resonant enhancement of the ultracold plasma SFI and
late-peak signal
The UV-UV double-resonance spectra plotted in
Figure 2 show that, among accessible prepared N = 1
states of Rydberg gas, the avalanche to ultracold plasma
strongly selects for those with high orbital angular
momentum. The resonances detected by SFI or as an
ultracold plasma late peak belong almost entirely to the
single, atom-like ` = 3 series, n0f(2). The only evidence
for states of lower ` appears at positions where they occur
as N = 1 interlopers, that mix with neighbouring states
in the n0f(2) series. Here, they borrow lifetime conferred
by admixed, non-penetrating ` = 3 character.
This selectivity clearly occurs as a consequence of
predissociative decay to form neutral N(4S) plus O(3P).
Among optically accessible states with N = 1, only
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those with highest orbital angular momentum, ` = 3,
present a barrier sufficient to suppress the e− - NO+
ion core coupling that causes ultrafast predissociation.
Long-lived NO high-Rydberg molecules undergo Penning
ionization and electron impact avalanche to form an
ultracold plasma.
Promotion of surviving, optically accessible n0f Ry-
dberg molecule to a state of orbital angular momentum
|n0, ` = 3 > ((n0±1)g) further decreases core penetration
and extends lifetime. We observe this consequence of
an increase in ` by an evident increase in the plasma
yield, detected after 300 ns in the SFI signal and 20 µs
later in the integrated amplitude of the plasma late peak.
Separate evidence suggests that evolution to a plasma
state of arrested relaxation relies on an balance in the
density of surviving Rydberg molecules and NO+ ions
[69].
Experimental results plotted in Figure 5 serve to define
a critical time interval of evolution after ω2, during
which mm-wave plasma enhancement occurs in relation
to spectroscopically adjacent suppression. We see here
that a mm-wave field delayed to begin as little as 1 µs
after ω2 acts with greatly diminished effect in promoting
plasma by means of n0f(2) → (n0 ± 1)g(2) resonant
absorption.
We can interpret this falling amplitude ratio as a
direct consequence of ` mixing that occurs on a 1 µs
timescale owing to Penning electron-Rydberg collisions.
As electron collisions drive the optically selected high-n
` = 3 Rydberg orbital angular momentum distribution to
occupy states of higher `, the advantage of a mm-wave
resonant f to g transition disappears.
The rate at which this mm-wave resonant intensity
decreases in Figure 5 agrees with the timescale at which
we observe a blue shift of n0 Rydberg features in the
time-resolved SFI spectrum signalling `-mixing in a nitric
oxide Rydberg gas during the first 100 ns of avalanche to
plasma [56]. The prominence of such lifetime lengthening
effects in plasma action spectra underline the importance
of Rydberg dynamics in determining plasma stability.
2. Resonant suppression of the ultracold plasma SFI and
late-peak signal
The right-hand frames of Figure 4 show clear resonant
dips in the late-peak ωmm spectra of selected n0f(2)
Rydberg molecules. Figure 7 establishes that the
positions of these resonances fit well with assignment to
the series of transitions, n0f(2) → (n0 ± 1)d(2). The
lineshapes of the dips in Figure 4 amply overlap the
energies of transitions originating from the nearly iso-
energetic less-penetrating states, n0`(2) for ` ≥ 4 formed
by `-mixing.
Isolated nd Rydberg states of NO predissociate on a
nanosecond timescale for principal quantum numbers in
this range [61–64], and this dissipation must account
for the fact that ∆n0 = ±1 transitions cause the late-
peak plasma density to decrease. A Rydberg-Rydberg
transition to an nd state from any originating level with
` ≥ 3 drives population from a long-lived state to a
predissociative one.
But, we find that promotion to a predissociatve (n0 ±
1)d(2) state has very little effect on the ωmm spectrum
recorded at short-time in the SFI signal. This is not
hard to explain. Electron-collisional `-mixing, which
erases the short-time advantage of n0f(2)→ (n0±1)g(2)
excitation, acts as well to `-mix (n0 ± 1)d(2) states
populated by mm-wave absorption in the dips during the
avalanche. Predissociatve ` = 2 levels make up a very
small fraction of the local density of states at any higher
value of n. Inelastic electron-Rydberg collisions thus
expose these spectroscopically selected molecules to a
substantial statistical pressure that favours redistribution
to long-lived, higher-` states, erasing the resonant dip in
the short-time in the ωmm spectrum.
Judging from Figure 5, `-mixing fails to diminish the
n0f, g, `(2) → (n0 ± 1)d(2) resonant dips observed in
spectra recorded by collecting the late-peak plasma signal
after 20 µs. Clearly, electron-collisional redistribution
does not compete with predissociation after a few
microseconds of plasma evolution.
However, in Figure 5, SFI spectra recorded over this
same interval of time show that most of the population
initially in n0f(2) or `-mixed to n0`(2) spreads away
from n0 to occupy an broad distribution of principal
quantum numbers, rising to a peak within 200 GHz of
the ionization threshold.
The late-peak resonant dips tell us that n0f, g, `(2)→
(n0 ± 1)d(2) resonant excitation operates efficiently to
deplete the detected plasma signal. We know, therefore,
that the electron-Rydberg collisional `-mixing processes,
that prevent these dips from appearing in the SFI-
detected ωmm spectra, must cease in the evolving plasma.
But, after an evolution of 1 µs or so, the long-lived
n0`(2) originating state of this resonance forms a very
small fraction of the plasma. Therefore, some mechanism
must exist to refill the hole in the distribution inevitably
burned by excitation and predissociation. We examine
this question in the next section.
3. Local Rydberg resonance and the time-evolution of global
plasma suppression
Collision with Penning and early avalanche electrons
scrambles the orbital angular momentum of n0f(2)
Rydberg molecules on a 100 ns timescale. All but
high-` molecules predissociate. Electron-collisional
redistribution of molecules to low-` evidently ceases,
and the plasma evolves to form an arrested state that
includes a small fraction of surviving n0`(2) molecules.
As demonstrated in Figure 5, this reaches its completion
on the ∼ 1 µs timescale with which the positive-going
structure in the mm-wave spectrum disappears with a
short-time delay in the application of ωmm after ω2.
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The dips behave differently. On a timescale of at
least 2 µs, undiminished, broad, negative-going mm-wave
resonances persist in the regions of the n0f, g, `(2) −
(n0 + 1)d(2) and n0f, g, `(2) − (n0 − 1)d(2) transitions.
These dips tell us that a depletion of the Rydberg
population at any time decreases the total plasma signal
detected as the late peak. This persistent decrease occurs
despite evidence in the SFI spectrum showing that the n0
Rydberg molecules account for only a very small fraction
of the plasma density. Thus, n0-Rydberg depletion must
be accompanied by hole-filling. As a sustained effect, the
plasma loses as much as three-quarters of its population.
This begs the question of repopulation. What dynami-
cal process refills the hole in the n0-Rydberg population,
and enables resonantly driven predissociation to continue
nearly to completion? We cannot explain n0 hole filling
as an electron-collision driven process. The `-mixing that
accompanies n-changing collisions of this nature would
readily cycle the Rydberg population through low ` and
cause plasma decay on a microsecond timescale in the
absence of a resonant mm-wave field.
In a recent effort to model properties of the NO
molecular ultracold plasma responsible for its evolution
to a state of arrested relaxation, we have argued that
dipole-dipole exchange interactions define a localized
network of coupled Rydberg levels. This network
appears as an end state of a Rydberg gas avalanche,
bifurcation and quench that forms an ultracold, strongly
correlated ensemble of NO+ ions, electrons and high-
Rydberg molecules. During this process, low-` molecules
predissociate. This purifies the plasma, constraining its
Rydberg component to molecules in states of high-`. In
the absence of mm-wave radiation, this system remains
stable with respect to predissociation.
We crudely assume that the particles in this nearly
static post-quench regime form a system of interacting
two-level dipolar pseudospins, in which each dipole
randomly samples from a complete central-field basis
to define an ensemble state that solves the XXZ
Hamiltonian:
Heff =
∑
i
iSˆ
z
i +
∑
i,j
Jij(Sˆ
+
i Sˆ
−
j + h.c.) +
∑
i,j
UijSˆ
z
i Sˆ
z
j ,
(2)
where the term
∑
i iSˆ
z
i defines a Gaussian random
local field that spans a width, W , measured by the
distribution of binding energies observed in the SFI
spectrum. Dipole-dipole matrix elements describe the
resonant transfer of excitation between i and j, where
Jij = tij/r
3
ij determines the amplitudes of these spin
flip-flop interactions [70–72]. To give an example, a tij
(C3) of 3230 MHz µm
3 measured by Gae¨tan et al. [73]
for the 58d3/2 + 58d3/2 ↔ 60p1/2 + 56f3/2 interaction
in 87Rb scales as n2 to yield a dipole-dipole coupling
energy of 2 GHz for a density 0.1 µm−3. The third
term refers to Ising interactions, where Uij = Dij/r
6
ij and
Dij = t
2
ij J˜/W
2. These assume an increasing importance
for larger system sizes.
Under such conditions, the introduction of a depletion
specific to one level serves to connect all levels to a bath
of free N(4S) plus O(3P) neutral atoms. We assume
no back interaction of these product atoms with the
ions, electrons and Rydberg molecules in the plasma.
The mm-wave transition simply opens a channel that
dissipates energy and mass by the irreversible conversion
of ions and electrons to escaping neutral atoms. As the
vast network of pairwise interactions evolves to fill the
hole burned by the mm-wave transition, it transforms
the entire ensemble into an open quantum system. In
principle, a field tuned to any n`(2) → (n + 1)d(2)
resonance would produce the same dissipation, regardless
of the particular value of n0 initially selected.
Note that the baseline stability of these n`(2) states
coupled with the distinct resonant response of the plasma
to mm-wave radiation points to a signature spectroscopic
characteristic of the residual Rydberg population in the
arrested state of the nitric oxide molecular ultracold
plasma. Long-lived Rydberg states of NO derive their
stability from an e− −NO+ recombination barrier owing
to high orbital angular momentum. This core isolation
confines energy level positions to those of near-zero
quantum defect. Predissociation pressure thus gives the
Rydberg residue an energy landscape confined to the
periodic structure of the n`(2) series. This small portion
of the plasma binds electrons in bands of energy, −R/n2,
with respect to rotational quantum states of NO+, where
R is the Rydberg constant of NO and n is an integer that
falls, for present purposes, in the range from 38 to 80.
The durability of this structure plays an important role
in plasma lifetime, because, as the experiment shows, the
system responds to a local predissociative instability by
repopulation or hole filling that eventually depletes the
entire plasma. The stability of the plasma speaks to the
evident durability of this banded structure, and proves
that electron-collisional `-mixing ceases as the plasma
enters the arrested state.
C. Lineshapes of Rydberg-Rydberg transitions in
the nitric oxide molecular ultracold plasma
1. Functional form of fits to n0f(2)→ (n0 ± 1)g(2) and
n0f, g, `(2)→ (n0 ± 1)d(2) resonances
The positive-going n0f(2) → (n0 ± 1)g(2) resonances
highlighted in Figure 4 display distinctive ∼ 1 GHz
linewidths, both as features measured after 300 ns in
the total SFI signal and as structure detected 20 µs
later in the amplitude of the late peak. We cannot
readily explain these linewidths based on the properties
of isolated molecules. These f and g Rydberg states have
intrinsically long lifetimes. Rydberg-Rydberg transitions
do occur with very large dipole transition moments, but
the present measurements take place in a range of linear
absorption that only approaches saturation. Figure 6,
establishes that even the most intense mm-wave fields
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fall short of detectable power broadening.
All peaks show a small but very evident degree of
asymmetry. These asymmetric lineshapes conform well
with conventional anti-resonant Fano profiles, described
by a function:
σ() =
(q + )2
1 + 2
, (3)
that expresses the absorption cross section, σ(), in terms
of an asymmetry parameter, q, and detuning, , defined
by:
 =
ωmm − ω0
Γ/2
(4)
in which ω0 represents the resonant frequency of the
transition and Γ describes its linewidth.
Table IV summarizes parameters that pertain to all of
the n0f(2)→ (n0 ± 1)g(2) resonances fit in Figure 4
TABLE IV: Fano parameters for n0f(2) to (n0 ± 1)g(2)
Rydberg-Rydberg transitions
n0f(2)
n0f(2)→ (n± 1)g(2)
ω0 Γ q ω0 Γ q
(GHz) (GHz) (GHz) (GHz)
39f(2) 108.84 0.8 20 113.22 0.8 -20
40f(2) 101.18 0.9 10 104.91 0.9 -10
41f(2) 94.08 0.8 20 97.25 0.8 -20
42f(2) 87.61 1.0 15 90.22 1.0 -15
43f(2) 81.86 0.9 -15 83.92 0.9 15
44f(2) 76.33 1.0 12 78.26 1.0 -12
45f(2) 71.25 0.8 20 73.23 0.8 -20
Notice that most of the lower-energy n0f(2) → (n0 +
1)g(2) transitions, described by positive q, shade to
the blue, while lineshapes for n0f(2) → (n0 − 1)g(2)
transitions best fit to negative q, and shade to the red,
except for the resonances that originate from 43f(2) for
which this asymmetry reverses. Relatively large values
of q cause lineshapes in all of these cases to approach
Lorentzians.
Resonances assigned to n0`(3) → (n0 ± 1)d(2) appear
as dips in ωmm late-peak excitation spectra with broader
linewidth and greater asymmetry.
Table V collects the parameters that describe the Fano
parameters for all the dips fit to lineshape functions
plotted in Figure 4.
2. The dynamics that govern Rydberg-Rydberg
anti-resonant lineshapes
A system of dipoles exhibits an electromagnetic spec-
trum that reflects its time-dependent polarization when
stimulated by an infinitesimally short pulse. A delta-
function response implies a spectroscopic continuum.
TABLE V: Fano parameters for n0`(2) to (n0 ± 1)d(2)
Rydberg-Rydberg transitions
n0f(2)
n0`(2) → (n± 1)d(2)
ω0 Γ q ω0 Γ q
(GHz) (GHz) (GHz) (GHz)
39f(2) 116.42 2 10 105.78 2 -10
40f(2) 108.10 2 -2 98.13 2 2
41f(2) 100.12 2 10 91.32 2 10
42f(2) 93.07 3 -4 85.11 3 -4
43f(2) 86.10 2 4 79.04 2 4
44f(2) 80.34 2 4 74.24 2 -4
45f(2) 75.65 2 -5 69.42 2 5
The exponential response of a discrete excited state
produces a Lorentzian lineshape of some characteristic
width, Γ. The presence of both - a discrete state
embedded in a dipole continuum to which it couples
- gives rise to a characteristic Fano lineshape [74].
Spectroscopically, the driven system coherently adds
a discrete-state Lorentzian to the continuum response,
shifted in phase to form the asymmetric, anti-resonant
profile described by Eq (3), in which the phase shift,
transformed to the frequency domain, determines q.
Atomic and molecular spectroscopists have applied
this formalism extensively to describe configuration
interaction as it affects the autoionization dynamics of
neutral excited states embedded in ionization continua
[75–82]. Wavefunction interference also provides a useful
framework for interpreting bound-quasi-continuum inter-
actions in complex materials, including quantum dots
[83] and plasmonic nanostructures [84–86]. The concept
of Fano resonance has proven useful in describing how
compact localized states scale the effect of disorder in
flat-band lattice systems [87, 88], and reflect the degree
to which central-site interactions mix the wavefunctions
in a surrounding, Anderson localized (AL) chain [89].
A dynamics of avalanche and bifurcation appear to
quench the present nitric oxide molecular ultracold
plasma to a highly disordered, strongly coupled state
of anomalously slow relaxation [50, 56]. This evolution,
directly monitored by experiment, creates conditions in
the system that approach the threshold for many-body
localization (MBL) [90]. We have taken information
from experiment to rationalize the behaviour of the NO
ultracold plasma in terms of a minimal phenomenological
model of randomly interacting dipoles of random energies
that gives rise to a system in or near a state of MBL.
In addition to the question of MBL as a enduring phase
in various dimensions, theorists have raised important
questions about how a localized system responds to
contact with a bath or a rare thermal region [24, 91–94].
Such questions of imperfect isolation are of great concern
to experimentalists [27]. Generally speaking, delocalizing
interactions act to mobilize transport and mix localized
states with consequences for the statistics of energy level
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spacings.
The particular simple limit of a single perturbing
level acting with a coupling strength, m on the quasi-
continuum of an Anderson localized (AL) bath with
disorder width, W , causes a configuration interaction
that maps onto the Fano resonance problem [89]. The
ratio, µ = |m/W | determines a leading-order self-energy
correction that sets the position and spectral weight of
the resonance. In the limit of weak coupling, |m/W |  1,
a bright state retains its spectral weight and position, and
its interaction with the AL bath fails to cause a Poisson
energy distribution of eigenvalues to acquire repulsion.
A coupling strength that substantially exceeds the width
of the disorder, |m/W |  1, shifts the resonance by
more than µW , and places most of the spectral weight
in a [−W,W ] continuum regime of repelling levels and
ballistic entanglement.
To draw a crude analogy, let us consider the very
few n0f(2) Rydberg molecules remaining in the nitric
oxide ultracold plasma after 1 µs as points of origin
for mm-wave transitions to particular selected bright
states in a disordered dipolar system that spans an
energy width [−W,W ], which extends over a measured
interval of about 500 GHz. This disorder width
substantially exceeds the 1 GHz average dipole-dipole
coupling strength in the arrested state of the quenched
plasma. In this bright-state picture, each of the pair
of n0f(2) → (n0 ± 1)g(2) Rydberg-Rydberg transitions
in Figure 4 yields a Fano lineshape consistent with a
weak coupling regime, in which, the coupling of the
bright state determines the linewidth, Γ ≈ m [43], the
spectral weight favours the discrete-discrete transition,
q > 10, and dipole-dipole interactions fail to drive level
repulsions.
From this perspective, the spectrum of transitions
from high-` to low-` appears qualitatively different.
Time-resolved experiments show that n0d(2) states
predissociate on a nanosecond timescale [61–64].. This is
too slow to explain the observed values of Γ = 2 GHz as
an uncertainty bandwidth. However, a spectroscopically
accessed state that connects the bath of NO dipoles via
fast predissociation to a continuum of free N(4S) + O(3P)
atoms could alter the coupling and level statistics of
the bath in such a way as to affect the lineshape of
the Rydberg-Rydberg transition. In particular, stronger
coupling ought to produce a broader linewidth and
an increase in the spectral weight of the continuum,
resulting in a broader, more asymmetric lineshapes, as
measured experimentally by dips in the late peak plasma
signal.
That these resonances appear as dips, and that the
associated depletion far outweighs the residual fraction
of n0 Rydberg molecules speaks to a transport property
that must arise in the ultracold plasma to fill the hole
created by n0f, g, `(2) → (n0 ± 1)d(2) excitation and
predissociation. Whatever the dynamics that drive this
hole filling, they appear to require (n0±1)d(2) excitation
to operate.
Thus, the subset of predissociative states created by
mm-wave excitation must act differently on the dipoles
in the arrested ultracold plasma to increase the range of
state-changing interactions. The (n0±1)d(2) states differ
by virtue of their nanosecond rate of predissociation.
Predissociation bridges the nd excited state, and by
extension, the entire arrested system to the continuum
of free N(4S) + O(3P) atoms.
By forging this connection to a thermal continuum via
predissociation, mm-wave driving in effect adds a dissipa-
tive term to, Eq (2), the XXZ Hamiltonian that describes
dipolar coupling. Even the simple limit of a minimal
subsystem of localized pseudospins linked to a dissipative
bright state presents a significant challenge. Still, one
can imagine intriguing realms of tuned bright-state-
subsystem coupling and predissociation width. Despite
the limitation of greatly simplifying approximations, such
calculations could offer the promise intriguing links to
spectroscopic measures of localization instability.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Double-resonant excitation of NO in a supersonic
molecular beam creates a state-selected Rydberg gas that
evolves to form an ultracold plasma. The efficiency of this
process depends sensitively on the dissociative lifetime of
the initially selected Rydberg quantum state. Among
the exclusively N = 1 levels accessible via intermediate
resonance with A 2Σ+ N ′ = 0 (where N refers to total
angular momentum neglecting spin), only states in the
` = 3 series converging to N+ = 2 (n0f(2)) evolve to
a long-lived plasma state. Higher-`, n0g(2) states live
an order of magnitude longer, Thus, mm-wave radiation
tuned to n0f(2)→ (n0 ± 1)g(2) transitions substantially
increases the density of plasma that survives the 300 ns of
avalanche and persists to form a late-peak electron signal
after 20 µs or more.
The mm-wave excitation spectrum also exhibits
transitions from states, n0`(2), to (n0±1)d(2) that flank
each pair of non-penetrating resonances. Here, ` refers
to orbital angular momenta ` ≥ 3, for which quantum
defects cluster near zero. Photoproduced nd Rydberg
states of NO predissociate with nanosecond lifetimes,
and these (n0 ± 1)d(2) resonances appear as small dips
in ωmm excitation spectra, sampled under avalanche
conditions by the SFI signal at 300 ns. By contrast, nd
predissociation decreases the plasma signal to near-zero
in resonance dips sampled in the late-peak after a long-
time evolution of 20 µs.
At early times, the SFI spectrum shows that the
evolving plasma retains a substantial proportion of
n0f(2) Rydberg molecules. On a time-scale of about
1 ns, `-mixing electron-Rydberg collisions drive this
population to states of higher orbital angular momentum,
and the n0f(2)→ (n0 ± 1)g(2) resonances disappear.
These transformations have no effect on the resonance
condition for n0`(2) to (n0 ± 1)d(2) dips, and delaying
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the onset of the mm-wave field by as much as 2 µs does
not diminish the amplitude of the dip detected in the
late-peak signal.
However, despite an ample density of resonant
molecules, n0`(2) → (n0 ± 1)d(2) excitation spectra
detected in the short time SFI signal show very little
dip amplitude. We can understand this as an effect of `-
mixing electron-Rydberg collisions that compete on the
nanosecond timescale of low-` predissociation to scatter
nd-Rydberg molecules to states of higher orbital angular
momentum.
The nd-Rydberg states populated later dissociate as
the plasma evolves, forming a resonant dip in the late-
peak signal, in some cases nearly to zero. SFI spectra
show that this arrested state contains only a very small
residual population of n0`(2) molecules.
Therefore, n0`(2) → (n0 ± 1)d(2) excitation must
instantly burn a hole in the distribution of Rydberg
molecules. Predissociation cannot proceed to a state of
deep depletion without some mechanism to repopulate
the originating state.
The fact that (n0±1)d(2) molecules predissociate with
effectiveness tells us that stabilizing electron-Rydberg
collisions cease in the arrested state of the plasma.
Thus, some form of collisionless energy redistribution
must occur for n0`(2) → (n0 ± 1)d(2) excitation and
predissociation to persist. We see no evidence for energy
redistribution in the absence of mm-wave transitions
that populate predissociative nd states. This suggests
that predissociation itself plays a role in the hole-filling
required to sustain it.
We suggest the model of a spectroscopically bright
state that bridges the quenched ultracold plasma
to a neutral continuum offers a possible way to
think about this process. The plasma exists in
an arrested state, consisting of NO+ ions, electrons
and high-` Rydberg molecules in quasi-equilibrium -
perhaps under conditions of localization. This plasma
reaches its quenched state depleted in nd molecules by
predissociation.
Promotion of a single subset of n0`(2) molecules in this
ensemble to a bright state broadened by predissociative
coupling to the N(4S) + O(3P) continuum bridges this
continuum to the ensemble of localized dipoles. This
coupling mixes states in this localized ensemble, creating
a flux of molecules that can absorb mm-wave radiation
resonantly within the bandwidth of the n0`(2) → (n0 ±
1)d(2) transitions.
The evidence for this coupling appears in a broadened
linewidth and spectral weight transferred to the
continuum that gives rise to anti-resonant lineshape.
This spectroscopic manifestation offers an intriguing
possible point of contact between theory and quantum
state resolved experiment.
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